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Introduction
It is very normal these days to go out to get some food. There is practically
everywhere a place where you can buy food and drink. People do this out
of fun or just plain out of necessity.
Think for example about places like supermarkets, snackbars, restaurants,
hotels, at home or during Carnaval, at a BBQ, or foodfestivals, and so on.

Consumers expect that food and drink that are being offered for sale, are
bought, prepared, and sold under hygienic conditions and circumstances.
The consumer expects the premises in which food is being handled to be
clean and safe, so as to guarantee that the food is free from all types of
contamination.
It is the duty of everyone who works in such places to stick to the hygienic
rules and practices to guarantee that the food and beverages are safe and
of good quality.
Food and beverages that are safe are food that is not contaminated with
biological organisms (microbes), chemicals, or physical objects that can
cause sickness or damage to the consumer.
Unfortunately, in reality people do get sick by eating food that is
contaminated. Sometimes it even happens that many people get sick at
the same time.
In many cases, sickness as a result of people eating contaminated food is
either the consequence of errors made by persons who dealt with the
food (foodhandlers), by either negligence or ignorance by these persons.
If people get sick by eating food, this causes many problems not only for
the health of those involved, but it also brings great costs with it for them
and their health insurance. Such an event even gives a bad name to the
business where the food was bought, causing a reduction of sales, and
jeopardizing employment of others.
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In the business where food is sold, the staff should realize the importance
that consumers need to be offered products of high hygienic quality.
Everybody should do their utmost, through teamwork, to deliver a safe
end product.
To prevent human errors it is very important that everybody is aware, and
has knowledge of the basic rules of food hygiene, so as to keep food free
from contamination.
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What is safe and healthy food?
Safe and healthy food is all food and drink that are handled within a
clean and healthy place, by healthy people, in such a way that the food is
not contaminated by microbes, and/or chemical or physical materials that
can cause sickness/disease or damage.
What does food hygiene mean?
Hygiene is all practices and conditions that should lead to the prevention
of sickness and diseases, and the maintenance of health. With other words:
regular cleaning and maintaining of your working environment to prevent
contamination. This also means to be careful at the moment of buying and
storing of all products that you use when preparing and selling food.
What is contamination?
Contamination is the presence of bacteria, paracites, or other toxic
substances in food that can cause sickness and damage to the health of
people.

These can occure through an infection, intoxication, a chemical product or
a physical object.
Systems of infection
1. Biological – example: Microbes (bacteria) in food
2. Chemical – example: Detergents (soap) or pesticides in food
3. Physical – example: Glass, piece of wood or metal or gravel in
the food
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What is a microbe?
A microbe is a very small organism that can not be seen with the naked eye.
Some of these organisms are beneficial to man, like for example the
microbes that are used for making cheese, beer or yeast used for the rising of
bread.
Microbes that are harmfull are those that can cause sickness and disease
when they get the chance to develop themselves.
Some characteristics of microbes
Size

-

2000 microbes are needed to form a line
across the head of a pin

Shape

-

They exist in different shapes

Reproduction

-

They double in quantity every 15 – 20
minutes

Growth and living

-

environment

Everywhere there is food, humidity and
appropriate temperature (between 5⁰ - 60⁰ C or
45⁰ - 140⁰ F)

Mobility
(movement from one

-

via water, wind (dust), food, insects,
rodents and, especially people

place to the other)
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What happens if food contaminated with bad microbes is eaten?

This person can get an:

Infection

-

When food that is contaminated with bad
microbes is eaten, these microbes reproduce
themselves in the stomach or other body parts.
As a consequence, this person will become sick after
a few hours.

Intoxication

-

Microbes in the food produce waste during the
process of reproduction. These wastes are toxic
and thus contaminate the food. A man can also
eat a toxic product, like for example mushrooms.
In case of intoxication, the symptoms of disease
will manifest themselves within two (2) hours.

Potentially dangerous food
A food that can be potentially dangerous contains a lot of protein.
Protein is an ideal substance for the reproduction of microbes.
Examples:

-

Meat and all products that are derived from meat

-

Chicken and all products derived from it

-

Eggs and all egg products

-

All sea food

-

All milk products
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Examples

An example of food infection

o infectionfoo
f
d
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Een voorbeeld van infectie door bacterieën via voedsel
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Examples of intoxication

Example food intoxication

Food with a lot of proteins

Food is being cooled
at room temperature

Food is cooked.
Bacteria are killed.

Or, the food is being cooled at
too large quantities

Contamination through
personel or raw food

For a too long
period of time

As a consequence of
food intoxication
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Food that can be potentially dangerous
-

Facilitates growth of microbes
Contains acid levels of 4.6 or higher
Contains a high moisture content
Contains a lot of protein

Eggs

Chicken

Meat

Fish

Seafood
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What microbes need to reproduce themselves?

KokenCookingbij hogeathigh

Growth of
Groei van

microbes

microben

SLOW

RAPID

SLOW

temperaturentemperatures kill

doodtbacteriamicroben

In this dangerous
temperature zone
the bacteria will
multipliply and
produce poisonous
waste

Gevaarlijke temperatuurz

Sufficient time

Don’t leave the
food for more
than 4 hours in
this temperature
zone

Low temperatures
prevent the growth
of bacteria, but do
not kill them

GeschikteAdequatetemperaturentemperatures

Moisturous food – Full of proteins
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Temperature danger zone
Temperature danger zone is the zone that is very beneficial for
the reproduction of microbes.
Temperature control is one of the most important factors for producing and
keeping food free of microbes.
The most adequate temperature zone for the development of microbes
is between 5⁰ - 60⁰ C (45⁰ - 140⁰ F).
When processing food within the temperature danger zone one should
take care that this happens quickly to prevent too much multiplication of
microbes.
All food should be cooked at sufficient high temperature and for
prolonged period of time to guarantee the elimination of microbes.
Food that must be eaten cold should be kept cold, and hot food hot.
Food that need fast cooling to be stored in a refrigerator or in a freezer,
must be cooled very quickly (in less than 3 hours) and then should be stored
in a refrigerator or freezer place.
When cold food is heated, do this with sufficient heat and make sure to
turn the food over so that all the food is heated completely.
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TEMPERATURE ZONES THAT
ARE DANGEROUS FOR FOOD

FOOD SHOULD PASS THIS

ZONE AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE

5

WHEN FOOD IS TO BE COOKED, THIS SHOULD HAPPEN

AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO

THE TIME AT WHICH IT WILL BE SERVED
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Influence of temperature on the
development of microbes
Degrees

Degrees

Fahrenheit

Celsius

Temperature at which

WATER BOILS
At this temperature all bacteria are killed. This temperature
should however be maintained for a certain amount of
time. Think about the example of cooking an egg.

The microbes develop slowly, but most of them stay alive.
The microbes develop quickly within this zone (infection) and thus
they produce a lot of toxic waste (intoxication).

The microbes will not develop themselves much as a result of
these relatively low temperatures..
These cold temperatures delay the development of microbes. Example:
refrigerators and freezers.

Temperature where

Water turns into ice
Temperature within the freezer stops the
development of microbes, but does not kill them.
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Factors that contaminate food during the process of cooking
-

Re-contamination and cross-contamination

-

Lack of personal hygiëne

-

Errors in processing like:
* Location (place, table, etc.)
* Dirty equipment (knife, slicer, bins, etc.)
* Time and temperature
* Way of defrosting

Re-contamination and cross-contamination
• Re-contamination:
Contamination of food that was free of microbe.
An example is cooked food (where the microbes are killed) that has
come into contact with food that was not cooked, or in contact with a
contaminated object (example a spoon).

• Cross-contamination:
Microbes are transported to another place via an object,
another person or another food.
An example is the cutting of ham on a table where just chicken
was cut (or use of the same knife for cutting).
Re-contamination and cross-contamination should always be prevented.
Wash all products, for example vegetables, before they are used!
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How to prevent cross-contamination
-

Prepare raw products and prepared products on separate
cutting boards.

-

Do not use the same equipment for raw products and for prepared
products.

-

Wash thoroughly and disinfect the equipment!

-

When defrosting food, never let the liquid come in contact with
other products. This contains a lot of microbes.

-

Store the prepared products on the highest places in the freezer
or cooler.

-

Cover the products properly and make sure that the cover itself is not
contaminated.

-

Don’t mix cold food with hot food or fresh food with old food.

-

Separate dirty equipment from clean ones.

Expiration date
Do not use or sell products to prepare food if their expiration date
has passed.
-

Take notice of this, because it is the date on which the manufacturer
guarantees that the product is of good quality and in healthy
condition.

-

There is also a “sell by date” which a product can be sold.

-

All products should be stored at the recommended temperature.
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Hoe een blik conserve te via externe aanwijzingen te
How to inspect canned food through xternal indications

controleren om of het bedorven is

A)HouHoldde blikthecanin jein yourhandhandenandkijkobservenaar gebrekeniftheisany.B)Kijkdefect. opB)Lookdelabelatthe oflabeleriftekenenthereare markszijnvanofleakage,lekkage,roestrust,etc.Looketc.forKijkthe

expiry date. C) Press lightly at one of the sides and observe if there

naar de vervaldatum. C)Druk licht op de zijkanten en kijk

the same procedure as in “D”. Sometimes you will find that each side is convexed.

naar

is movement on the other side. D) Turn the can around and repeat

beweging aan de andere kant. D) Draai het blik en

herhaal dezelfde handeling als bij “D”. Soms zie je dat beide kanten bol staan.
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Personal hygiene
How the staff can contaminate food through errors or bad habits.
Most contamination occurs through people. The body of a person, with
its temperature of 370 C, is an ideal place for growth of microbes.
In addition, people constantly come into contact with things that are
contaminated. Reason why microbes, that can potentially contaminate,
are transported from point A to B. A good example is shaking hands.
The mobility of people is also a way for microbes to move around.
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Some bad habits that can cause contamination
The head
Dirty hair with lots of grease is attractive to microbes. If you have a problem
with dandruff, this can aggravate the problem, because of the tendency to
scratch the head.
Keep your head and your hair as clean as possible. Use a cap to prevent
your hair from falling in the food. Do not leave the kitchen with your
cap on, and also don’t walk around outside with it on.
The body
The human body is an ideal place for the multiplication of bacteria. The
body temperature and remnants of the skin cells are beneficial for them to
live on. As a result, there are a large number of microbes on the body of
humans. This is also the cause of constant itching and scratching of the
skin. Bad odors, as a result of non sanitary conditions of your body, are also
repulsive to your colleagues and costumers.
Maintain a high degree of sanitation by regularly washing your body
and putting on clean clothes.
Nails
-

The place under your (false) nails is an area that can
cause contamination.

-

In handling with food you should not have long nails, nor must
these be painted and/or false, and, especially, they should be clean
all the time.
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Jewelery and watches
-

Jewelery can get dirty, and thereby encourage the development
of microbes.

-

Moreover, they are dangerous for your own personal safety at
work. They are not permitted under any circumstances.

-

Leave jewelery and watches at home or remove them before
you handle with food.

Smoking and chewing gums
-

It is not permitted to smoke or chew gum when you are handling
food. Your fingers come in contact with saliva and as a result
contaminate the food. The chewing gum can fall into the food.

Work clothes
-

Be sure to keep them clean at all times.

-

Do not go on the street with your working clothes on.

-

When washing dirty hands, do not dry them on your working clothes.

-

Do not use your work clothes to get hot pans from the heat.

-

Do not cleanse cutlery and other artefacts with your work clothes.

-

Do not use perfume or other substances that smell on your work
clothes.

-

Use only appropriate working shoes (closed and flat) when you are
in the kitchen.

Wounds and other infections
-

Someone who handles food should not do this if there is an open
wound. Lacerations and other minor wounds should be covered
that water is not allowed to pass.

-

If a person that handles food has one or more infections, such as a cold
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or a flu, cough or diarrhea, he/she must consult a physician and is
not allowed to work.
The Hand(s)
Many cases of contamination occur through the hands of people. It is
therefore very important to wash hands regurarly and thoroughly. Use
gloves when handling food. Change gloves when you are going to handle
other types of food.

Wash your hands when they come in contact with parts of your body, like
ears, mouth, nose, eyes, hair etc. Wash hands thoroughly after using a
lavatory, when contaminated parts are touched, after disposing of
garbage, when handling with raw food, money, after smoking and
touching dirty cutlery.
Wash your hands before handling food after handshaking.

Remember to wash hands
Before you start to work
After each break
After each contamination of the hands
After using a lavatory
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How to wash hands?

Wet hands thoroughly

Rub between the fingers:

Palm against palm

Rub wrist and arm

Apply soap

Rub nails and back of

fingers in the hands

Rinse and dry the hands
thoroughly

Rub soap in palms

Rub between the fingers:
Palms up

Rub around the thumbs

Rub fingertips
in palm of hand

Put disinfectant in the hand

Rub the hands until dry
(step 2 t/m 8)

Steps 0 to 11 should take at least one minute

Other bad habits and customs
-

Do not wipe sweat with your hands.

-

Do not wash your hands in sink where food is defrosted.

-

Do not spit on the floor in the kitchen.

-

Do not rinse your mouth or wash your hair in the kitchen sink.

-

Always cover your mouth and nose if you should sneeze or cough

-

Never take foodstuff with your bare hands.

-

Do not taste food with your fingers. Nor with cutlery without
washing them afterwards.

-

Do not take cutlery at the part from which food enters the mouth.

-

Do not permit animals and unauthorized persons (children) in places
where food is handled.
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Sanitary system to deal with
cutlery, glass and plates

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct
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Delivery, storage, preparing, protecting, and serving food
Food are to be checked from the moment they enter the business.
Each point the foods passess is a source for contamination or exposure
to temperatures that promote the growth of microbes.
A foodhandler should always be alert for products that are not of good
quality, poorly packed, or do not have the correct temperature when bought
or delivered.
Check the expiration date if it has already expired.
A few tips in the following cases on how to handle foods:
Delivery
-

Check the foods thoroughly, especially the foods that are
categorized as potentially dangerous.

-

Do not accept foods that are rotten or damaged.

-

All foods that ought to be frozen should be frozen.

-

The medium of transport must be in a hygienic condition.

Storage
-

The storage place must be clean.

-

The storage place must be kept at the appropriate temperature for
the products (read the specific instructions for the products).

-

Ensure that all equipment (freezers) is functioning well.

-

Store all products under good ventilation and with distance to
floors and walls.
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-

Apply FIFO (First In First Out), with other words date all products
to avoid that the most recent are used first, and those of earlier date
are kept back to rot or expire.

-

Never store hot food in refrigerator/cooler/freezer.

Prepare
-

Defrost food as quickly as possible. This can be done by running tap
water on it, putting it in a cooler or refrigerator overnight, or put it in
water that contains vinegar/lemon.

-

Keep food at every moment hot or cold.

-

Avoid possible re-contamination. Separate prepared foods from
raw foods.

-

Use separate cutlery and/or cutting boards for each type of food.

Protect and serve
-

To keep hot food in a cold environment, its temperature should be
lowered as quickly as possible (in less than 4 hours). Refer to the table
describing how the temperature can be lowered on page 28.

-

Keep time and temperature in mind. It should not exceed more than
2 hours in the dangerous temperature zone.

-

Keep them covered in a sanitary container.

-

Separate prepared food from raw food.

-

Avoid re-contamination through dirty equipment, raw foods etc.

Under no circumstances it is permitted to mix old prepared food (or what
is left) with new prepared food.
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s in the cooler (cold)

How to lower rapidly the temperature of food
(less than 4 hours)
Divide the amount of food in smaller containers

Reduce the cooling off period under 4 hours

Use thermometer to check
temperature Make use of a Au Bain Marie
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T–O–M–A–T-A
This is a method to remind you about the factors that influence
the development of microbes (bacteria) in foodstuffs.
Each handling of foods, that is every time you have to deal with food, add
something (ingredient) to it, or make use of equipment (spoon, fork, pan),
create an opportunity for contamination. You can make a difference by
responsibly sticking to what is written in this paragraph, and all other
paragraphs, and thus avoid or minimize contamination and/or
multiplication of bacteria.

Time
Never let a meal stay out in ambient temperature for
more than 2 hours. Microbes then have a chance to
reproduce themselves. Freeze it as quickly as possible,
or keep it warm.

Acidity

Oxygen
Microbes that contaminate
food reproduce themselves
more quickly in environments
where there is not much
oxygen.

Use lemon and/or
vinegar to clean meat and
other foodstuffs. Bacteria
that contaminate food do
not like environments
that contain much acid,
salt and sugar.

Materials
See to it that the products you
buy are of good quality. The
foundation must be good.
Food that spoils quickly are:

Temperature
Cold meals must be kept cold.
Warm meals must be kept warm.
No meals should be served or
kept at ambient temperature.
Either it should be in a jug, a
freezer or on the stove.

Aqua
The more humid a product is,
the greater the chance for
bacteria to multiply in it. An
example: dry rice does not
spoil quickly. But if you cook
it and add other things to it, it
then contains more water,
and thus the condition is
created for microbes to trive.
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All seafood



All products that
contain milk



Meat (chicken) and
meat products



Eiggs and food
prepared with eggs

The environment in which you
cook and the equipment you
use to cook with must be clean,
free from insects, dust, and
other contaminants. The people
who handle food must always
abide by the rules of sanitation.
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Cleaning of premises, equipment and machinery

-

Areas in which food is handled must be kept clean at all times.

-

Always clean up before and after handling food. Do not do this during
foodhandling.

-

Equipment (everything you use during foodhandling) must be cleaned
up and disinfected before and after using them.

-

Equipment must be cleaned up and disinfected before each time they
are used for handling another type of food. This is to avoid recontamination.

Use the following procedure when cleaning up equipment:
-

Wash/scrub away/sweep heavy dirt.

-

Wash using detergents (soap).

-

Rinse and desinfect (follow instructions on the package of
the product).

-

Dry them using a dryer or in the open air (but the area must be clean).

Machines, freezers, coolers and other large equipment must be frequently
washed, also in all cases in which they get dirty while food is handled.

Cleaning products (mop, broom, detergents, and also insecticides) must be
kept in an appropriate place. Not in places where food is being prepared,
or where it is being stored.
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Pest control

The company must at all times control the premises for the presence of:
Rats /Mice
Good indications for the presence of these are
their waste and the damage they cause to the
products. They can also be physically
observed.

Cockroaches
Each time a new product is delivered to
the company, there is a big chance
cockroach eggs or cockroaches
themselves are brought in with the
packages. Keep good control of this,
and avoid leaving garbage behind, and
also avoid having places in the
company where the cockroach can hide
and reproduce. Cesspools must be fully
closed, and other sources of wastewater
must be in good condition.
Flies
Keep the premises where non packaged foods are
handled closed at all times to avoid the entrance
of flies.
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Conclusion

If you have read carefully the contents of this book, you would have
noticed that in most cases sickness occurs through the eating of
contaminated food, as a result of human error.
We can avoid a lot of problems if the foodhandling business, the
equipment, the ingredients and the products are clean and of good quality.
The key to all of this is the foodhandler. The foodhandler should use all his
senses: observe, smell, hear, feel, and taste. Moreover, the foodhandler has
to take care of his/her own hygiene, and take the right and appropriate
decisions in time, to ensure as much as possible that healthy food is
offered to the consumer.
When we talk about the concepts time and temperature, we do this to
control the development of microbes. You must never accept that food
remains for more than 4 hours in the dangerous temperature zone.

Avoid handling food without covering your hands, without clean and
functional work clothes (do not expose too much body parts), and without a
cap on (to cover your hair). Wash your hands and keep yourself clean at
every moment.
Food hygiene within a company stands or falls with clean people in a
clean environment, so that clean and safe food can be guaranteed.
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Questions based on the content of this book

1. A food handler may be:
a) a help in the kitchen
b) a bartender
c) a waiter

c) Yes, it does not look good
d) You do not notice it
always. The food seems to
look, smell and taste normal.

d) a table cleaner
e) an employee of
a minimarket
f) all of the above

5. Under ideal conditions
microbes multiply every:
a) 3 hours
b) 1 hour

2. Who is responsible for food
safety in a food company?

c) 20 minutes
d) Day

a) The kitchenchef
b) The owner or manager
c) Any person who work
with food
d) All of the above

6. The "danger zone" is the
temperature zone between:

a) 50-600 C
b) 5 to 600 C
c) 25-350 C

3. In food you can NOT find the
following:
a) Fruit and spices
b) Pieces of glass, wood, bandaid, and a small piece of nail
c) Various types of peanuts
and beans

4. Do you always notice that
microbes present in food can
cause an infection?
a) Yes, it stinks

d) from 0 to 350 C
7. Which of the following is a
WRONG example when
handling with food:
a) Cutting raw and cooked
meat on the same cutting
board
b) Wash all your vegetables in
clean water
c) Store all food in suitable
containers

b) Yes, it does not taste good
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d) Wash your hands before
handling with foods

a) Apply soap, wash, rinse and
use paper towels to dry
b) Wash good and dry

8. If you keep food in the
freezer, you should always:
a) Cover the container and
write down a date

c) Apply soap, wash, rinse and
dry with a kitchen towel
d) Wash thoroughly, rinse and
dry

b) Keep food frozen
c) Use the FIFO rule: First In,
First Out
d) All of the above

12. Gloves to handle food should
be frequently changed, but
surely:
a) After dealing with garbage

9. Chicken, a high risk food
for contamination, should
be cooked at an internal
temperature of:

b) After each pause
c) After picking garbage from
the floor
d) All the above

a) 600 C
b) 750 C or higher
c) 700 C
d) 1500 C

13. When food is handled,
cuts and wounds must be:
a) Covered with a patch
b) Remain uncovered

10. Everyone has microbes on or
in their body. You can find
them more on your:

c) Coated with bandage and a
single use glove
d) Bandaged

a) Hair
b) Skin
c) Hands

14. The basic steps to clean
equipment in the kitchen:

d) Nose and ears

a) Wash good and then rinse

e) Mouth

b) Rub, wash thoroughly,
disinfect and dry

11. What are the basic steps
when washing your hands:

c) Rub, wash thoroughly,
disinfect and air dry
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d) Rub and disinfect
15. Vermin is a problem of all
foodestablishments. The main
problem they cause is:

c) Count up to one hundred
d) Presence in food of
something that can cause
harm to your health

a) They stink
b) They cause diseases through
microbes and their droppings

c) They eat the food
d) They scare workers

16. Safe and healthy food is:

19. Which of the following
situations cause infection:

a) Cockroaches in food
b) Food with perfume taste
c) Piece of wood of the
chopping block in food
d) All of the above

a) Food in a cold environment
b) Food that gives a lot
of energy
c) Food that does not cause
disease or harm to people
d) Food which is very salty

17. What is hygiene?
a) An animal from Africa
b) Applying all methods
to prevent infection
c) Elimination of all vermin in
your business
d) Washing your hands
regularly

20. What does TOMATA mean?
a) A type of tomato that can
only be sold in supermarkets
b) A tomato microbe
affecting food
c) Factors affecting the
development of microbes
in food

21. What are the two main factors
that ensure healthy food?
a) Time and water
b) Temperature and time
c) Acidity and materials
d) Water and materials

18. Contamination is:
a) Prepare meals under
dirty conditions
b) Always put on clean clothes
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22. Microbes multiply in food the
following way:
a) They mate and produce
offspring every 10 minutes

b) Under ideal conditions they
produce offspring and each
produces a single offspring
c) Each time the food comes
into contact with something
dirty, they become more

d) Under ideal temperature
they divide themselves
every 20 minutes

25. What is contamination?
a) A food that is spoiled
b) Presence in food of a
substance that can
cause injury or illness
c) Bad smell and strange
color of a food

26. Which of the following
aspects can be used to
determine if food is
contaminated?
a) Bad smell
b) Strange color

23. When talking about
temperature danger zone we
mean:

c) Not suitable texture
d) Strange flavor
e) All of the above

a) Between cold and hot
b) Half lukewarm and half hot
c) 5⁰ C and 60⁰ C
d) 0⁰ C and 100⁰ C

24. Potentially dangerous foods
are:
a) Chicken - Ice Cream Fish fillet - Shrimp
b) Rice - Beans - Fruits Cornflakes - Canned meat

c) Cheese - Cod - Jam Lemonade - Peanut Butter
d) All of the above

27. Which of the following points
can produce re-contamination
and cross-contamination?
a) Use of vegetables to
prepare meat for BBQ
b) Use of a piece of cloth to
clean the table after cutting
chicken
c) Use the same equipment
(example: a knife) to cut
several types of meat
d) Cutting meat and then
cutting cheese using the
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same knife
e) All of the above
28. The best way to defrost food
is:
a) Put it in a cooler and let it
defrost slowly
b) Put it in a container
with water
c) Leave it overnight at
roomtemperature
d) Leave it a whole day
at roomtemperature
29. What should be done when
preparing a product for sale:

30. Importance of temperature in
the display case:
a) It is not important
because the building is
aircondi-tioned
b) Very important because the
product remains cold and
therefore the development
of microbes is stopped

c) Not important because
the food sells so fast, there
is no risk for spoiling
d) Very important, because
the container is filled and
the products must be kept
cold throughout the day

a) Prepare a large quantity and
put it in the cabinet so that
time can be saved
b) Prepare sufficient for the
daily turnover and as the
batch decrease, prepare
another
c) Prepare a quantity that is
that is just enough for
the day
d) Prepare a quantity for
the day only and put a
date it

31. What is the best way
to display products in
a supermarket?
a) Whatever the products, the
ones which sell best are
placed in the customers
view for immediately
noticing when they enter

b) Depending on the space
in the supermarket, they
are put up for sale
c) Everything is grouped
taking into account the
risk of contamination
d) Cold products are placed
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together in the freezer and
those at normal temperature
go together

32. Where food is offered for sale,
the following precautions
should be taken:
a) The food should not be
overfilled in the display
case to prevent cold air
circulation
b) The FIFO rule should
be applied at all times
c) Broken packages are
removed from the shelves
d) Account shall be taken
of the expiration date of
the food
e) All of the above

33. For bacteria to survive in food
it depends on:

b) The acid content in the food
c) The amount of protein in the
food
d) The high degree of
humidity of the food

e) All of the above

34. Most food become
spoiled because of:
a) Dirty water
b) Bad microbes
c) Detergents
d) Toxic vegetables

35. Hygiene is important
because:
a) Sales are declining
b) Employment is endangered
c) Clients can get sick
d) Costs increase as a result
of insurance, doctor etc.
e) All of the above

a) How fast you deal with
food at room temperature
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Choose the right answer and mark a cross in the box
No. Statement
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Correct

Not
Correct

All microbes are bad because they can spoil food
and cause sickness
The hands must be washed before handling food,
because they can be contaminated and make the
employee sick
One must stick to the time table for disassembling
and cleaning of the kitchen and bar equipment
Cross-contamination can be caused when raw meat
come in contact with cooked meat
Microbes are small creatures that reproduce by
dividing themselves
A waiter can transport dangerous bacteria between
the client and the kitchen
When food is handled, it has to be stored quickly at
temperatures under 50 C or above 600 C
Rodents should be controlled because they can
damage equipment
To avoid rodents in the food area, places where they
can hide and breed should be prevented
If it is covered, a meal can stay overnight on the
stove to cool off
A damaged food package can be taped and placed
on the shelves
Cleaning equipment can be stored in the kitchen, but
in a separate corner
To quickly cool off food, it should be placed in a flat
tray
Food whose expiration date has passed should not
be put for sale
A dented can of food can be used for cooking, but
one must inspect the content first
It is not required to clean the kitchen before cooking,
it will get dirty anyway
Remove all garbage from foodhandling areas and
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store it in a place where vermin can not reach it
18.

A food handler can put on dirty clothes when
preparing food, he changes them anyway when
he starts cooking and serving

19.

A fly that falls in the soup does not mean much.
You take it out and serve the soup. No one knows
anyway what has happened?

20.

When garbage is put in the garbage container, it is
not necessary to wash the hands because the
garbage was in a plastic bag
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Answers to the questions
1. F

26. E

14. Correct

2. D

27. E

15. Not correct

3. B

28. A

16. Not correct

4. D

29. D

17. Correct

5. C

30. B

18. Not correct

6. B

31. C

19. Not correct

7. A

32. E

20. Not correct

8. D

33. E

9. B

34. B

10. C

35. E

11. A
12. D

Correct / Not Correct

13. C

1. Not Correct

14. C

2. Not correct

15. B

3. Correct

16. C

4. Correct

17. B

5. Correct

18. D

6. Correct

19. D

7. Correct

20. C

8. Correct

21. B

9. Correct

22. D

10. Not correct

23. C

11. Not correct

24. A

12. Not correct

25. B

13. Correct

Reglanan pa tene na kuenta relashoná ku tèst di higiena
1. Mester presenta mei ora promé pa registrashon
2. 2. Bin ku un identifikashon bálido: sédula, pasport, òf reibeweis
3. Bin ku e komprobante di pago
4. Tèst ta kuminsá en punto na e ora stipulá òf esun di afsprak
5. Tèst ta dura 25 minüt máksimo. Ora bisa “stòp”, ta stòp ku tèst.
6. Si yega despues ku tèst a kuminsá, no por partisipá mas na test.
7. No por hasi pregunta despues di komienso di tèst.
8. No por tin komunikashon ku otro durante tèst.
9. Durante tèst mester paga tur telefòn.
10. Fayo ku regla durante tèst por resultá den deskualifikashon di tèst.
11. Kada pregunta bon kontesta ta konta pa ún (1) punto.
12. 60% di punto óf mas ta nesesario pa slag
13. Tèst ta konsistí di 10 pregunta “multiple choice” i 5 pregunta
“korekto/inkorekto”
14. Por apelá kualke desishon tokante tèst serka hefe di THZ/UO G&GZ
15. Personanan ku keda deskualifiká pa un òf otro manera i/òf no presentá
sigun afsprak, ta suheto na desishon di THZ/G&GZ
16. Riba dia di tèst mester yena formulario di salú i entregá esaki firmá

Regulations in relation to the hygiene test
1. Candidate must be present half an hour before exam for registration
2. For identification bring a valid ID, pasport or drivers license
3. Bring the receipt of payment
4. Test starts exactly at the hour of appointed or agreed
5. Test last for maximum 25 minutes. When we say “stop”, everybody stops
6. Latecomers can no longer participate to the test
7. No questions can be asked once started with the test
8. No communication is allowed during the test
9. Phone must be turned off during the test
10. Non-compliance with the test rules may result in disqualification
11. Every correct answer is valid one (1) point
12. 60% or more of the correct answers is necessary to pass the test
13. Test consist of 10 multiple choice questions and 5 true and false questions
14. Any decision about the candidate and the test can be appealed by the director
of the THZ/UO G&GZ
15. Disqualified candidate and/or no show’s is/are subjected to decisions from
THZ/UO G&GZ
16. Candidates must fill and sign the health questionnaire on the test date.
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